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DANCING THRU THE DECADES    9-10:00 a.m. 

1950's Dances 
 

Hand Jive - Slap 2 - clap 2 - palms over 2 - palms under 2 - fists over 2 - fists 

under 2 -Hitchhike R 2 - Hitchhike L 2 (repeat and do fast!) 

 

Eight Count Swing - 2 Basics (side, side, back, forward), 2 Around the World, 

Rockers go under, Rockers return, 1 Around the World, Rollers go under, Behind 

the Back Pass, Handshake & Improvisation 
 
Stroll - Partners grapevine facing each other while 2 dancers weave down the 

center 

 

Interactive - Conga and Bunny Hop and hula hoop contest 

 
Music: 
"Hand Jive” 
"Rock Around the Clock” 
"Sing, Sing, Sing” 
"Stroll" 
"All About the Bass” 
"Bunny Hop” 

 

1960's Dances 
 
Line Dance Routine - Twist, Jerk, Monkey, Pony, Swim, Skate, Hitchhiker, Surf 

the Wave. Make a large circle and have solo dancers perform their own dances.  

 

Interactive - Usage of material for wave, beach balls, surf board and hula hoops as 

props while everyone is in a giant circle. 
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Music: 
"Surfing' USA"  
"Louie Louie"  
"Wipe Out"  
"The Twist"  

1970's Dances 
 
The Hustle – Walk R 4 counts, walk L 4 counts, walk back 4 counts, walk forward 

4 counts, Skate 8 counts, Circle Arms 8 counts, Disco Point 8 counts. Repeat. 

Variation:  Turn instead of walks. Vary music with different tempos. 

Electric Slide – Walk R 4 counts, walk L 4 counts, walk back 4 counts, step L 

forward, tap R next to L, step R backwards, tap L next to R, step L forward, brush 

kick L, ¼ turn L. Repeat. 

 

Interactive – Soul Train Line, Bump, Freeze dance 
 
Music: 
"Electric Slide"  
"Y.M.C.A."  
"Funkytown” 
"The Hustle"  
 

1980's Dances 

Funky Dance - (Enter with the moonwalk or "poppin" ) Cabbage Patch - Running 

Man - Walks R L - Step stomp - Hammer kick - Hammer jump - Turns R and L - 

Egyptian arms -Poppin' - Robot - Uprockin' – Breakdancing – Create circle and let 

solo dancers perform individual dances. 

Thriller Routine - please go to www.thrilltheworld.com for complete instructions. 

Breakdancing:  Create a giant circle. Run into the circle as your group is called. 

Put one arm on the floor and run around in a circle.  The next lesson is to repeat 

only think "stomach up and stomach down" as participant runs in a circle.  Lesson 

3 is the seat spin.  Lesson 4 students get to show their own skills, but be sure they 

have the rule of "no headstands or handstands" to avoid injury. 
 

 



Music: 
"The Power"  
“Everybody Dance Now" (Gonna Make U Sweat) 
"Billie Jean"  
"U Can't Touch This" 
"Whoop! There It Is!"  

1990's Dances 
 
Modified Slappin' Leather – R heel forward, L heel forward, R heel forward, L 

heel forward, tap R heel forward 2 times, tap R heel back two times, tap R toe 

forward, tap R heel to side, slap the back of R foot with L hand, slap the back of R 

foot with R hand, walk R four steps, walk L four steps, walk back four steps, walk 

forward four steps, heel twists R, heel twist center, heel twist L, heel twist center, 

repeat twists R and L. Repeat entire dance. 

Macarena – R arm out front, L arm out front, R hand touches L shoulder, L hand 

touches R shoulder, R hand behind head, L hand behind head, R hand on L hip, L 

hand on R hip, R hand on back, L hand on back, circle knees to R, jump and ¼ turn 

L, repeat facing each wall. 

Conga – Walk R, L, R kick L to side, walk L, R, L kick R to side. Repeat 

continuously around the room putting hands on the back of another person’s 

shoulders creating a “snake” line. 

 

New Electric Slide - R side in slide R together - repeat on L - R fwd 2 - R bk 2 - R 

fwd 1 - R bk 1 - R front - quarter turn R - 2 box steps - jump and clap (try this to 

Latin, techno and big band!) 

 
Music: 
“Achy Breaky Heart” 
“Boot Scootin’ Boogie” 
"Macarena” 
"Conga” 

 
2000 Dances: 
 

Cha Cha Slide: 

 
Music & Instruction:  Christy Lane’s Line Dancing Today DVD, CD and 
Guide 



 
Cupid Shuffle: 
 
Counts 1-8  Step R, step L to R, and repeat 3 more times 

Counts 1-8 Step L, step R to L, and repeat 3 more times 

Counts 1-8 Step R,  small kick L, step L, small kick R, repeat 3 more times 

Counts 1-8 Walk 8 steps in place while turning ¼  L. 

 

Music:  Cupid Shuffle by Cupid   (or on Christy Lane’s Line Dancing 
Today CD) 
 

Hip Hop Routine: 

 

Step stomp (4 times) 

Poppin (4 times) 

Drive the car slow R L (or lean) 

Drive the car fast R L R L (up up down down) 

Catdaddy R L, then down the center 

Standing push ups 

Play the drums 

Sprinkler Head 

Selfie 

Superman 

Happy Feet 

Shuffle 

Gangnam Style 

Lasso 

Wobble 

Nae Nae  

Lockin’ 

 

Slow Tempo Music:  L.A. LOVE on Christy Lane's #1 Music Hits 
Medium Tempo Music:  Thrift Shop on Christy Lane’s Mega Hits CD 
Fast Music:  Selfie on Christy Lane's #1 Music Hits 
 
Form a giant circle and let students freestyle dance in the middle one by one to the 

Happy Song. 

 
Other 2015 songs: 
Uptown Funky on Christy Lane's #1 Music Hits 



Fireball on Christy Lane's #1 Music Hits 
All About the Bass on Christy Lane's #1 Music Hits 
L.A. Love on Christy Lane's #1 Music Hits 
#1 Selfie Song on Christy Lane's #1 Music Hits 
Shut Up and Dance by Walk the Moon 
Bad Blood by Taylor Swift 
Fun by Pitbull 
 (Be careful with these "suggestive" songs) 
Bang Bang by Adriana Grande 
Hey Mama featuring Nicki Minaj 
See You Again by Wiz Khalifa 
 
CREATING AN ACTIVE AND FUN CLASSROOM  10:15 – 11:15 
 
Rain Dance 
 
Rub hands together, snap fingers, slap thighs, slap thighs harder and faster, reverse. 

 
Steppin’ and Stompin’ 
 
Some areas of the U.S. call this form of dance Steppin’ and some call it Stompin’. 

No music is required for Steppin’ and Stompin’. The routines are taught and shown 

on the Steppin’ DVD.  This DVD can be shown directly to students while teachers 

go around assisting slower students.  This exercise is a great way to get the class 

“connected” and focused: 

 

Step L, step R, clap, clap, step L, step R, clap, clap, step L, clap, step R, clap, step 

L, clap, clap (repeat other side). 

Step L, clap, slap L thigh, clap, repeat other side, repeat L side again, step R, step 

L. (Repeat entire starting on R side). 

 
Finger Tuttin’ 
 
Make a goal post 

Slide thumb over 

Slide thumb up 

Rotate one hand so fingers point down and make a box 

Turn the box horizontal 

Squish the box flat 

Turn wrist and open to a heart shape 



 
Music:  
Shake it Up by Taylor Swift 
 
Wobble Line Dance: 
 
Counts 1-8 Jump forward and shake body 

Counts 1-8 Jump backward and shake body 

Counts 1-8 Lean right, shake and circle arms 

Counts 1-8 Lean left, shake and circle arms 

Counts 1-8 Cha-cha with R foot, then cha-cha with L foot 

Counts 1-8 Walk 8 steps (wobble) while 1/4 turning to L 

Repeat all of above (with style!). 

 

Clean Music:   
“The Wobble” on Christy Lane’s Dance Music Hits 

 
Hukilau from Hawaii: 
 
Google this dance on YouTube.  It is also available on Multicultural Folk Dances 

in the Christy Lane's Multicultural Folk Dance DVD, CD and Guide Package.    

 
Nae Nae Dance 

 
Now watch me whip (punch R, wave R hand) 

Now watch me nae nae (punch R, L) 

Now watch me whip (punch R, wave R hand) 

Now watch me nae nae (punch R, L) 

Repeat chorus. 

Ooh watch me, watch me (circle arms over R shoulder, drop at waist and swing L) 

Ooh watch me, watch me (circle arms over L shoulder, drop at waist and swing R) 

Ooh watch me, watch me (circle arms over R shoulder, drop at waist and swing L) 

Ooh ooh ooh ooh (drop at waist and standing pushups or "selfie" R, L, R, L) 

Repeat the above 16 counts. 

Do the stanky leg, do the stanky leg (lean R and small lunge R, bend L knee and make 

a small circle with L leg twice) 

Do the Stanky leg, do the stanky leg (lean L and small lunge L, bend R knee and make 

a small circle with R leg twice) 



Now break your legs (facing front, bend knees and turn knees towards each other and 

away from each other continuously while song is saying "break your legs" or do the 

Spongebob. 

Now watch me (stop breaking legs) 

Bop bop bop bop bop bop bop bop bop (facing R bend knees fast twice, facing L bend 

knees twice fast, facing R bend knees fast once or do the Step Touch). 

Repeat bops above only beginning facing L. 

Do chorus twice. 

Do Ooh watch me segment twice. 

Now watch me you ("Motorcycle handlebars to the L while hopping 3 x's to the R) 

Now watch me superman (jump out on one leg and hold in superman position with 

arms out front or behind) 

Repeat to L. 

Repeat to R and L again. 

Now watch me duff, duff, duff, duff, duff, duff, duff, duff  (brush fly off shoulder, R 

twice, L, twice, then R and L fast.  Repeat L twice, R twice, then L and R fast. 

Repeat the Bob sequence. 

Repeat the chorus twice. 

Repeat Ooh segment twice. 

 

Music:  
“Watch Me” (Whip/Nae Nae) by Silento 
 
Other Dances: 
 
Germany Dance 

Freeze Dance 
 
 
MIXING MOVEMENT AND MATH  12:45 – 1:45 
 
What dances are done in 1’s, 2’s, 3’s, 4’s, 6’s, 8’s? 
1’s = Square Dancing – learning to count to the beat of the music: 
 
Square Dancing for the “Little Ones” 
 

For Grades K-2 (1's and 2's) 

Turn One Alone 

Honor a Partner 

Elbow Turn 

Dosado 



Promenade 

Tumbleweed 

Cyclone 

Do the Corral 

 

For Grades 3-5: (4's) 

Circle Right 

Circle Left 

Forward and Back 

Dosado Partner and Corner 

Right and Left Thru (can follow with a Courtesy Turn) 

Ladies Chain (practice full turn, ½ and ¾ turn) 

Men Star Right 

Men Star Left 

Left Allemande 

Right and Left Grand 

Courtesy Turn (can substitute for just turning 180 degrees to face the circle) 

Promenade (can substitute not holding hands) 

 
2’s = Germany Dancing – learning to count in 6’s while clapping. 
3’s = Line Dancing – Flashmob Fireball – learning to count in multiples of 8  
4’s = Germany Dancing – great dance for developing skills in math with 4 students 
demonstrating how 2 and 2 come together 
6’s = Virginia Reel 
8’s = Square Dancing in a set using partners and calling out numbers. 
 

FLASHMOB 

Note:  Be careful of videotaping and putting on YouTube or national internet site.  

 

A flashmob is a great way to encourage school spirit.  One individual begins 

dancing to a song, then dancers begin joining in the routine until the entire group is 

dancing. It makes a great “gift” and parents love them. 

 

There are many different ways you can teach a Flashmob.  Since Flashmobs are 

taught in “sections”, you can either have each individual class learn a section of the 

dance and class by class they “add on” to the dance.  Or you can have the advanced 

students learn all the moves, then intermediate students can learn less moves and 

beginners learn the least amount of moves.  Be selective on your song so the song 

does not “drag”.  It always motivates students if they have an “end game” to their 



dance.  The big trick is finding a good sound system and coordinating the students 

during a rehearsal. 

 

Fireball Flash Mob: 
 
Freestyle for 16 counts. 

Merengue for 8 counts. 

Merengue while stepping in a circle for 8 counts. 

Merengue leaning forward for 4 cts and backwards for 4 cts. 

Merengue leaning forward for 4 cts and backwards for 4 cts. 

(Mambo traveling forward) Tap R to R, step R in front of L, step L to L, step L in 

front of R, repeat. 

(Mambo traveling backwards) Tap R to R, step R in back of L, step L to L, step L 

in back of R, repeat. 

(Cha-Cha) Step R forward, L in place, step R, L, R in place.  Step L forward, R in 

place, step L, R, L in place, repeat. 

(Salsa) Slide R, clap 3 times, step R forward, step L in place, step R back and hold. 

Slide L, clap 3 times, step L forward, step R in place, step L back and hold. 

Repeat entire from beginning performing a quarter turn L at the end of the freestyle 

so the entire dance changes direction. 

 
 

DARE TO DANCE FOR FUN AND FITNESS  2:00-3:00 
 
Discuss recreation dance vs. performing dance. Most recreation dances can be 

taught to all ages and ability levels.  Just modify to the ability level and teach faster 

rate to older students. 

 
STYLES OF DANCE: 
 
Line 
 Country, Classics,  Hip Hop  
Hip Hop 
 Steppin', Bboys, Uprockin, Poppin, Lockin, and Theatrical Influence 
 (Modern, Contemporary, Broadway) 
Partner 
 Ballroom, Salsa, Merengue, Two-Step, Polka 
Party 
 Standards, Decades, Flashmobs 
Multicultural 



 Partners, Circles, Contra Lines (and some with props) 
Square 
 Old, New with Contemporary Music, American Theme  
 
CLASS FORMAT:   
 
a. Intro - History (tie into Common Core) 
b. Warm Up - Stretch major muscles 

c. Across Floor - Learn to step on the beat of the music. Learn body isolation 

and dance steps while doing locomotive moves.  

d. Teach a New Dance - Give variations for different ability levels 

e. Review - Dances that were previously taught.  
g. Cool Down – Stretching or performing a slower dance. 

 
Intro: 
 
Welcome with ice-breakers. Bring in curiosity with history (ties into the Common 

Core). Encourage proper footwear. (Are you a motivator or disciplinarian?) 

Introduce them to different styles of music and have them clap to the beat of 

popular songs. 
 
Warm-Up: 
 
Major muscle groups if time.  Calves, hamstrings, hips, groin, quads against wall 

or with partner.  Hold for balance. Play music entire time - important motivator. 

 
Across the Floor:  
 
Grades K- 5th and 6-12th: 

Line up traveling across the floor in “drill team lines” learning how to count on the 

beat, how to step on the beat and how to develop own rhythm and style.  “Circle” 

the lines so no one is watching each other. 

 

Walking on the count of the beat looking straight ahead and not down. 

Walking backwards. 

Walking and ½ turning every four counts. 

Walking and full turning every four counts. 

Grapevine on the count of the beat, then faster to a faster tempo. 

Walk across floor nodding head. 

Walk across floor four steps, then stop and move shoulders fwd and back. 



Walk across floor four steps, then stop and move ribs side to side. 

Walk across floor four steps, then stop and move hips side to side. 

Walk across floor four steps, then stop and move head, ribs, and hips together. 

Walk across floor four steps, then jump forward and hold, then back and hold, then 

forward and back and hold. (Learning half count and double time rhythm) 

Walk across floor practicing different steps that will be used in the upcoming 

dance that you are teaching. 

 

Grades 6-12th: 

Grapevine to R corner, turn to L corner. Reverse. 

Walk 4 counts, small R kick, stomp, small L kick, stomp. Repeat L. 

Walk 4 counts, small kicks R, L, R, L. 

Walk 4 counts, small kick front, side, sailor step. Repeat other side. 

Walk 3 counts, hitch L knee up on 4, rock forward, back, forward and kick. 

Do movements at this point that are in the line or dance routines you are about to 

teach. 

 

Music:  
“Blurred Lines” Christy Lane’s Dance Mega Hits  
"Good Times"  by Chic 
"Continuous Music Medley" Christy Lane's Circuit & PE Stations CD 
Any current music with 124-128 beats per minute 
            
Teach a New Dance: 
 

Beats per minute and music very important! 

1. Teach a line dance slowly adding sections at a time. 

2. Discuss the “mandatory” vs. “optional” songs that go with the line dance. 

3. Have students face the front and repeat the dance. Do not face another direction 

until everyone has accomplished the steps. 

4. Then increase the speed of the tempo of the music. LEARN TEMPOS! 

5. Then perform the dance with designated turns facing different walls. 

6. Teach portions of the line dance when performing across the floor locomotor 

moves described above.  

7. Try combining a few line dances together to create one long routine to slow music, 

then speed up the tempo. 

Review: 



Review dances from previous class and try it to different tempos.  When confident 

have students perform for each other or video tape them and they can watch 

themselves (similar to a sports training video session). 

 
LINE DANCES:  
 
THE FREEZE:   (3rd grade to high school) 

 

Grapevine to the R, grapevine to the L, walk backwards R, L, R, hitch L leg, rock 

forward, back, forward and 1/4 turn left. 

 
Beg Music:  Pontoon by Little Big Town & I Feel Lucky on Line CD 
Int Music:  Good Time by Alan Jackson or Play Something Country  
Good Times by Chic, Shake Your Groove Thing by Peaches and Herb 
Adv Music:  Shut Up and Dance or What I Like About You 
Many “radio play” songs 
 
CHA CHA SLIDE:   
 
Music & Instruction:  Christy Lane’s Line Dancing Today DVD, CD and 
Guide 
 
CUPID SHUFFLE:   
 
Counts 1-8  Step R, step L to R, and repeat 3 more times 

Counts 1-8 Step L, step R to L, and repeat 3 more times 

Counts 1-8 Step R,  small kick L, step L, small kick R, repeat 3 more times 

Counts 1-8 Walk 8 steps in place while turning ¼ L. 

 

Music:  Cupid Shuffle by Cupid   (or on Christy Lane’s Line Dancing Today 
CD) 
 
THE WOBBLE (see above) 
 
ELECTRIC SLIDE:  
 
Counts 1-4 Grapevine R 

Counts 1-4   Grapevine L 

Counts 1-4 Walk back R, L, R, tap L 

Counts 1-4 Step L forward, tap R, step R backwards, tap L 



Counts 1-2   Step L forward and small kick R as 1/4 turn L 

Repeat all of above until the music runs out! 

 

Music & Instruction: Christy Lane’s Complete Guide to Party Dance Music  
 
Iso Line Dance (Uptown Funk) 

 
Hold 16 counts. 

Nod head up and down while turning head R to L for 4 cts. 

Nod head up and down while turning head L to R for 4 cts. 

Push R shoulder forward for 2 cts, then L shoulder forward for 2 cts, then push 

shoulders forward twice as fast. 

Move rib cage to the R and hold one ct, move rib cage to the L and hold one ct, 

move rib cage R, L, R, L on the count (4 counts). 

Do the "80's Pump" twice to the R (tap R foot 2 times while hips are moving R 

twice and L arm is "hammering"). 

Do the "80's Pump" twice to the L. 

Repeat the "80's Pump" on both sides (or do the "80's Pump" once to the R, L, R, 

L). 

"Temptation" walk to the R (Step R to R, slide L to R, step R to R, slide L to R 

while body is slightly facing R). 

"Temptation" walk to L (Step L to L, slide R to L, step L to L, slide R to L while 

slightly facing L). 

Grapevine R and "play the sax" on the last count. 

Grapevine L and "play the sax" on the last count. 

Stomp R forward, switch feet and stomp L forward, switch feet and stomp R 

forward, hold one count. 

Stomp L forward, switch feet and stomp R forward, switch feet and stomp L 

forward, hold one count. 

Repeat stomps. 

Walk forward R, L, kick R foot, small jump R, L 

Pop twice to R and twice to L (or do some Lockin' here!) 

"Happy Feet" for eight counts (swivel heels and toes anyway you can. 

Walk backward R, L, R, L with a "Motown" flair and 1/4 turn L on the last step. 

 

Clean Music:   
“Uptown Funk” on Christy Lane’s Dance Music Hits 
 

PARTY DANCES: 
 



Party dances are dances that kids love to do at social events such as wedding 

receptions.  It is important that they learn the “real” way with modifications fitting 

the tempo so they can dance with the event attendees correctly.  Party dances are 

taught one by one from beginning to more advanced as listed here.  A good 

teaching idea is to have each class learn one or more of the dances, then perform 

them at a school function.   

 
ALL THE MUSIC IS ON THE Christy Lane’s Party Dance CD: 
 
Grades K-2: 

Hokey Pokey 

Bunny Hop 

Chicken Dance 

Twist (Do the Freeze Dance while twisting) 

Conga  

Train 

 

Grades 3-12: 

All of the above plus: 

Hand Jive 

The Hustle/YMCA 

Macarena 

Barn Dance Mixer 

Cotton Eyed Joe 

Electric Slide 

 
 
SQUARE DANCING: 
 
1.  Share the history with students (Page 3 on Square Dancing Guide) 

2.  Have students select songs from the Square Dancing CD (instrumental) 

3.  Select couples and “square them up” in basic positions (Page 8 in Guide) 

4.  If not enough boys or girls in the class, have substitutes “fill in”, but it is 

important to substitute them quickly so they do not lose interest. 

5.  Substitute “Ladies and Men” with “Red and Blue” if prefer 

6.  Teach the following first: (All defined in Guide) 

7.  Once students have learned the calls, change the order various times. 

8.  The more skilled the students become, the faster the calls. The music will 

always be 128 beats per minute. 

9.  Encourage a student to be the caller. 



 

(See above notes) 

 

MULTICULTURAL FOLK DANCING: 
 
This is a great opportunity for students to learn about other cultures.  The best way 

to prepare for class is to teach as many dances as possible in class period.  These 

dances fit all the core standards and they some are performed in circles, in pairs or 

in lines.  Some dances have props.  Ability levels were not recommended in the 

Guide as many cultural dances are celebrated and practiced in some cities more 

than others.  To motivate students, you might consider a demonstration at your 

school or letting students teach them at a Family Fun Night. 

 

 

Hawaii Hukilau 

Israel Hora 

Germany d'hammerschmiedsgselin 

Romania Alunelul 

China Yanko 

United States Virginia Reel 

Philippines Tinikling 

 
 
BALLROOM DANCING – Grades 3-5

th
  

 

Students create a circle facing counterclockwise and perform these steps in the 

circle, then volunteers go to middle, facing a partner and perform the steps forward 

and back. Ladies are always RIGHT; men always begin with their left foot. 

 

Fox Trot: Slow Slow Quick Quick in a circle, then back and forth. 

Cha Cha:  1-2, 1-2-3 Rhythm. 

Waltz:  1,2,3  1,2,3   

 

Notes: 

Divide the class into men and ladies lines facing each other. 

Perform the steps without touching. 

Perform the steps with an open hand touch. 

Perform the steps with a closed position. 

Perform the steps in the “line of dance”. 



Teach etiquette in asking to dance. Teach how to begin the steps with the man 

gently leaning forward on the “and” count before the count of 1. 

Remember ladies are always “right”.    

Have students dress up and practice going to their “Inaugural Ball”. 

 

Music: Christy Lane's Ballroom Dancing CD 
 

Idea #1 = Take all the #1 Line Dances and put them together to make one large 

routine.  

 

Idea #2 = Don't Stop the Party Flash Mob is available on YouTube. Go to 

www.christylane.com and click on the YouTube link. Here are the notes. 

 

SOUND SYSTEMS/REMOTES/MUSIC: 
 
A sound system consists of an amp, mixer and speakers.  Components to plug into 

a system include a mic, iPod, iPad, cell phone, CD player or laptop. The big 

difference between a boom box and a sound system is the option to plug in a 

microphone (plus sound quality).  Always be sure your speakers are compatible 

with your amp so that neither your amp nor speakers will blow. It's always good to 

buy them together.   

 

There are rechargeable sound systems that have a built in battery and most 

batteries last from 10-20 hours depending on your volume loudness.  The systems 

must be charged overnight.  You can plug microphones into these systems; 

however, most microphones need electricity to work. There is a Micromic that 

charges like a cell phone and is available from Christy Lane Enterprises.  The 

advantage to that mic is that a teacher can be completely electrical free when 

instructing in areas where there is no electricity available. 

 

There are blue tooth systems available in which you can connect your phone or 

iPad easily to the system and you have a 30-35 foot range from your system and 

you control your volume and music.  There is a remote that works on radio 

frequencies that gives you a 100 foot range (thru walls and people). This is 

available on www.christylane.com . 

 

Know the difference between a ¼”, ½”, microphone cable and speaker cable.  

 



Many of the music CD’s you received during your In-service are CD-ROMs. Put 

them into your sound system to play the music and into your computer to print the 

eGuide.  

 

Keep your CD collection as a backup if you are using iPads or phones for classes. 

For portability with a CD player, try a Discman portable CD player. Avoid 

purchasing a CD player designed in a sound system. 

 

The “rule of the microphone” is to put the mic head one thumb length away from 

your chin to get the best sound and not to sound too muffled. Sound systems are 

changing yearly as technology advances. Check our website to stay up the latest 

systems and mics. 

 

AND REMEMBER… 
Life’s a dance 
You learn as you go 
Sometimes you lead 
Sometimes you follow 
Don’t worry about what you don’t know 
Life’s a dance 
You learn as you go. 
                   -John Michael Montgomery 

 
© Copyright 2015 Christy Lane Enterprises. All rights reserved. 
 
*** LOOKING FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS TO STAR IN UPCOMING CHRISTY LANE 
DVD’S.  PLEASE STAY TUNED VIA OUR MONTHLY NEWSLETTER. 


